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In modern technology, there is a constant need to solve very complex problems and to fine-tune existing solutions.
This is definitely the case in modern medicine with emerging fields such as regenerative medicine and tissue
engineering. The problems, which are studied in these fields, set very high demands on the applied materials. In
most cases, it is impossible to find a single material that meets all demands such as biocompatibility, mechanical
strength, biodegradability (if required), and promotion of cell-adhesion, proliferation, and differentiation. A common
strategy to circumvent this problem is the application of composite materials, which combine the properties of
the different constituents. Another possible strategy is to selectively modify the surface of a material using different
modification techniques. In the past decade, the use of nonthermal plasmas for selective surface modification has
been a rapidly growing research field. This will be the highlight of this review. In a first part of this paper, a
general introduction in the field of surface engineering will be given. Thereafter, we will focus on plasma-based
strategies for surface modification. The purpose of the present review is twofold. First, we wish to provide a
tutorial-type review that allows a fast introduction for researchers into the field. Second, we aim to give a
comprehensive overview of recent work on surface modification of polymeric biomaterials, with a focus on plasma-
based strategies. Some recent trends will be exemplified. On the basis of this literature study, we will conclude
with some future trends for research.
1. Surface Engineering: General Introduction
Within this first part, we will briefly discuss the field of
biological surface engineering. Two questions will be addressed.
First of all, we will address why there is a need to change
surfaces. Second, we will address how surfaces can be changed
in order to achieve the desired properties. In the second part
we will highlight the more common methods That are used in
the field of biomedical applications.
1.1. Why Change Surfaces? 1.1.1. Introduction. Most
biochemical reactions are investigated and described as occur-
ring in the solution phase. In biology however, most reactions
in organisms or other biological environments occur at surfaces.
From a philosophy-of-science-point-of-view, this could be
considered as a so-called laboratory effect. In order to make
reality accessible by experimental means, biochemical reactions
are often studied in solution only, but this approach can be
considered an oversimplification of the reality. By now,
however, it is generally accepted that the surface at which an
interaction or reaction occurs is of crucial importance.
The study of surfaces was initiated in the first few decades
of the twentieth century. Especially, the work of Langmuir and
Blodgett revolutionized the field of surface science.1 They
developed molecular assembled films at an air-water interface
that could be transferred in a compressed, monolayer state to a
solid surface. This is the so-called Langmuir-Blodgett film.
The further study and implications of these findings together
with information from biology and biochemistry gave rise to
the origin of “biological surface science” or “biointerface
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science”. Biointerface science has been defined as the study and
control of biomolecular interactions at surfaces.2
The most important biological interfaces include the cell
surface/synthetic biomaterial, extracellular matrix (ECM)/bio-
molecule, ECM/cell, hydrated tissue/air (lung), and mineral/
protein.1 One can think of numerous applications where these
surfaces are of interest. Examples include implant biomaterials,
hemodialysis, surface diagnostics, cell culture surfaces, biosen-
sors, affinity chromatography, proteomics, genomics, and so
forth.2,3
The final purpose of an implant will determine which
properties the surface should possess. In order to illustrate this,
we will briefly discuss some examples in the next paragraph.
In this work we will focus on the interaction between artificial
implants with proteins and cells.
1.1.2. Surface Modification: Case Studies. In this section,
some case-studies of practical cases in which surface modifica-
tion is desirable will be outlined. First of all, the improvement
of biocompatibility and biointegration will be discussed. Second,
some cases in which the avoidance of nonspecific protein
adsorption are presented, focusing on blood-contacting materials.
Third, the controlled adsorption of proteins and/or cells to
engineered surfaces will be discussed, with practical implications
such as cell-sheet engineering. The fourth case concerns
antibacterial properties, followed by surface treatment of alloys.
In the last part, tissue-engineering applications will be discussed.
Biomaterials have been defined as substances other than foods
or drugs contained in therapeutic or diagnostic systems.4,5
Through history, several attempts to replace tissue by bioma-
terials have been identified. Early examples include the use of
artificial eyes, ears, teeth, and noses in ancient Egypt6 or Aztec,
Chinese, and Roman culture.7 The materials used include metals
such as gold in dentistry, but also wooden teeth and glass eyes
were discovered.5 As medicine evolved, implants became more
sophisticated, and the use of ceramics, metals and polymers for
the fabrication of implants became common practice.8 A major
concern is that only methods that avoid risk, rejection, or
complications in the body should be applied.9-12 In order to
achieve this, biocompatible materials, which do not have the
potential to elicit an immunological, or clinically detectable
primary or secondary foreign-body reaction, are of great interest.
It is clear that, by modifying the surface of an implant, it can
become more biocompatible or this can lead to a better
biointegration in the surrounding tissue.13,14
A common strategy to change the surface in order to make
the implant more biocompatible includes coating with natural
molecules such as proteins and/or polysaccharides. As an
example, biomacromolecules such as chitosan, heparin or insulin
were tethered on poly(acrylonitrile)-based membranes to im-
prove the hemocompatibility.15 Other examples include the
covalent immobilization of collagen, gelatin, or chitosan to poly-
ε-caprolactone (PCL).16
For certain biomaterials, it can be of major importance to
avoid unspecific protein adsorption. As an example, this is the
case for intraoculars, contact lenses, wound healing materials,
catheters, and biosensors.17
The adsorption of proteins is a complicated process which is
considered to be mainly dependent on the surface energy.
Generally, it can be stated that the more hydrophobic a surface
is, the more proteins tend to adsorb.3 A second parameter to be
considered is the electrostatic interaction between proteins and
surfaces. This interaction however, is highly dependent on pH
and ionic strength. Other factors which determine protein
adsorption are the protein concentration18,19 and the structural
properties of proteins.19 Furthermore, the interfacial properties
of an adsorbed protein layer alter with time due to two effects;
the Vroman effect and time-dependent unfolding, which both
change the protein conformation.3,20,18,19
The adsorption of proteins can be decreased by changing the
hydrophobicity, and thus the wettability of the surface.3 The
most common strategy to achieve this is the grafting of
poly(ethylene oxide) (PEO) onto surfaces.3,21-24 As a result,
the surface becomes more hydrophilic because of the highly
polar nature of the PEO repeat units. Since proteins tend to
adsorb less onto hydrophilic surfaces, obtained surfaces can be
considered nonfouling.
The control of protein adsorption is a key issue in the area
of blood-contacting materials. The problems related to these
blood-contacting materials are mainly due to the fact that blood
interacts with the surface of the artificial organ or implant. In
order to achieve a better blood compatibility and to decrease
thromboembolism, scientists try to engineer the surface. The
goal can be to achieve the adhesion of endothelial cells to the
implant. The underlying assumption is that a confluent layer of
endothelial cells will maintain their nonthrombogenic phenotype,
thus avoiding thrombogenicity and the related problems. An
excellent review summarizing studies addressing the influence
of biomaterials (and surface-engineered biomaterials) on end-
hothelial cell thrombogenicity is available.25
Thromboembolism is one of the major clinical complication
issues of mechanical heart-valve prosthetics.26 Vascular pros-
theses substituting smaller arteries (internal diameter < 5 mm)
cause problems due to stenosis, which is a localized constriction
of the blood flow.27 Eventually, this blocks the blood flow
through the vessel. Normally, these devices are treated to
minimize thrombi and emboli generation and to increase the
lifetime.28 The general trend is to immobilize (covalent, ionic,
adsorptive) antithrombotic molecules onto the polymers that
were previously plasma grafted with specific chemical groups.17
Another example includes the fluoropolymer coating or the Ar-
plasma treatment of a dacron vascular graft.29 Other work has
focused on incorporation of phosphorylcholine-derived mol-
ecules in order to reduce platelet adhesion and subsequent blood
clotting.30-32
The strategies discussed in the previous paragraph focus on
minimizing protein adsorption. Another possible scenario is that
researchers do not necessarily wish to avoid protein adsorption
but that they want to be able to control the adsorption of specific
proteins or cells in a reversible manner.3 This can be achieved
by the binding of so-called stimuli-responsive polymers (SRPs)
on surfaces.
This technique can be of major importance in the development
of lab-on-a-chip bioanalytical devices such as biosensors, as
well as in the fabrication of peptide and protein arrays. A very
promising application of this technology is the creation of mono-
or multilayer cell sheets.33 In cell-sheet engineering, cells are
cultured on a thermoresponsive poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)
(PIPAAm) surface. The surface was obtained by electron-beam
irradiation and subsequent grafting onto polystyrene (PS). This
PIPAAm surface has the unique property that, when the
temperature is higher than 32 °C, the surface is slightly
hydrophobic, allowing for cell attachment and proliferation
similar to that of normal tissue culture plate styrene (TCPS)
dishes. After cells have reached confluency, the temperature is
lowered to 20 °C, which is below the lower critical solution
temperature of the PIPAAm polymer, and the surface becomes
hydrophilic, due to the transition of the polymer from collapsed
globule to extended coil formation. When this occurs, the
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polymer swells and a hydration layer is created such that the
cell sheet with deposited ECM detaches spontaneously and can
float freely, without the need for proteolytic enzymes or
chelating agents.34 In this way, entire cell-sheets can be lifted
off, to a stamp, with their ECM intact. Repeating the process
several times has enabled researchers to create multilayer sheets.
These have been implanted to the cornea in order to repair
disease or injury-related damage.33,35
For certain biomaterials, it is important that the material
possess antibacterial properties.36 Bacteria and cells compete
to adhere and grow onto implants. A known strategy for the
creation of antibacterial surfaces is the introduction of quaternary
amine-groups on surfaces.37 Another possibility is the plasma-
immersion ion implantation of antibacterial ions such as Cu
ions.38
Another concern related to implantable biomaterials is the
possible release of toxic components from the biomaterial in
the body. A surface that can be homogenously engineered in
order to prevent leakage of these compounds into the surround-
ing tissue is crucial for certain biomaterials. A recent example
includes the surface modification of NiTi alloys. These alloys
demonstrate good shape memory properties and superelasticity,
making them good candidates for gradual correction of spinal
deformity. The leaching of toxic Ni ions however, is problem-
atic. A surface modification with plasma in order to prevent
leakage was therefore proposed.39,40 For metallic implants, the
corrosion degradation and the prevention of this phenomenon
are of major importance. There are several preventive measures
to improve corrosion resistance by surface modification and to
increase the bioactivity of the metallic surfaces. A review on
the subject is available.41
The past decade, a shift from biostable to biodegradable
implants is occurring. The field of tissue engineering focuses
on the development of biological substitutes that restore,
maintain, or improve tissue function.42-45 Tissue engineering
integrates the advantages of tissue/organ transplantation and
purely synthetic prostheses by combining cells with synthetic
ECMs.46 A tissue engineering scaffold should serve three
primary purposes: (1) they must define a space that will shape
the regenerating tissue, (2) they must provide temporary function
in a defect while tissue regenerates, and (3) they must facilitate
ingrowth of tissue, thus serve as an adhesion substrate, and
possibly deliver cells, proteins and/or other biofactors such as
DNA.47,48
As a consequence of the third purpose, the scaffold should
have a suitable surface chemistry enabling cell attachment,
proliferation, and differentiation. Furthermore, the degradation
products of the surface and bulk material should be biocom-
patible, causing minimal inflammatory or immune responses.49
Parallel with this field of research, the technology of three-
dimensional (3D) cell culture was developed. The 3D scaffolds
used for cell culture also require a correct surface chemistry. A
review on 3D cell culture matrices is available.50
Most of the implants produced starting from the most
frequently applied synthetic biomaterials do not possess func-
tional groups on the surface. Therefore, surface modification is
of crucial importance in order to prepare successful tissue
engineering scaffolds. In this review, we will mainly address
surfaces that were developed for tissue-engineering applications.
Furthermore, it can be of great interest to spatially control
the adsorption of proteins, or the adhesion of cells, onto these
scaffolds. From the previous discussion, it is clear that, for
example, if PEO segments with end-functionalities (which are
capable of binding cells) are bound to the surface according to
a specific pattern, cells will preferably bind on these locations.
Therefore, nowadays, there is a great scientific interest in
patterned surfaces51-54 or surfaces with functional group or
protein gradients.55-58 Currently, patterned surfaces are limited
to two dimensions, thus excluding the application for 3D
implants.
In the previous paragraphs, several reasons for surface
modification were presented and illustrated. As we will mainly
discuss surfaces constructed for tissue engineering purposes, we
will first make an attempt to describe how cells interact with
surfaces in vivo. There is a difference in how a cell/tissue
naturally interacts with the ECM and with biomaterial implants.
Both processes will be generally discussed. We would like to
point out that this is a very complex phenomenon, which is not
fully understood yet.59 On the basis of the most recent
understanding of cell adhesion, we will try to outline what
characteristics are of major importance for surfaces in tissue
engineering.
1.1.3. Cell-Material Interaction. Understanding the mecha-
nism of the cell adhesion, proliferation and differentiation is
essential for the design of tissue engineering biomaterials/
surfaces.60 It is crucial to understand, and control, the switch
between cell phases of growth and differentiation in order to
create successful implants.61
Generally, cells bind to the ECM through the cell membrane
receptors. There are several classes of these receptors. The
receptors are also called protrusions, which are micrometer-
sized sheet-like structures composed of an actin filament mesh
with, on the end, smaller hair-like protrusions, “filopodia”. These
filopodia consist of long, thin actin filament bundles which act
as feelers that sense the environment of the cell. When the
filopodia find a suitable binding site, a so-called receptor binding
site, the filopodia bind to this site, and a feedback signaling
pathway within the cell allows more receptors to be localized
in that region of the cell.62
One class of receptors include the integrins, which bind
selectively to specific binding sites such as Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD)
tripeptide found in cell adhesive proteins such as vitronectin,
laminin, and fibronectin (Figure 1). In addition to attachment,
these connections mediate several intracellular signals. These
define mobility and cellular shape, and regulate the cell
cycle.63,64
Figure 1. Adherens junction (AJ) and focal adhesion (FA) as
mechanosensors. Calcium-dependent homophilic interactions be-
tween cadherins results in binding of the actin cytoskeleton via
-catenin (b), R-catenin (a), and vinculin (Vin) complexes. Het-
erodimeric integrin receptors bind ECM proteins via their extracellular
domains, while their cytoplasmic domains are associated with a
supramolecular plaque containing talin (Tal), vinculin (Vin), paxillin
(Pax), focal adhesion kinase (FAK), etc. The plaque, in turn, is
connected to the termini of actin filament bundles59 (Reproduced by
permission of The Royal Society of Chemistry).
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For cell-cell contacts, adherens junctions are involved in
“coupling” adjacent cells through Ca2+-dependent homophilic
linkage of transmembrane cadherin molecules.59
Considering biomaterial-cell interactions, these receptors will
sense the environment of the cell, which is now a biomaterial
surface. If this surface contains binding sites, similar to the
natural ECM, it can be regarded as a biomimetic material. As
a consequence, cells will interact with the material in a
comparable way and, theoretically, will recognize the implant
as if it were a part of the body. The receptor binding to the
ligands, present on the biomimetic material, determines the
strength of the cell attachment, the cell migration rate, and the
extent of cytoskeletal organization formation.65
In order to achieve this biomimetic behavior, there are
generally two possibilities. First of all immobilization (ionic,
adsorptive or covalent) of complete proteins can be performed
on the surface of the biomaterial. Second, it is possible to
introduce the specific binding sites, such as RGD, on the
biomaterial surface. These strategies provide control over ligand
type and density but not over molecular-level spatial organiza-
tion of ECM.59 To achieve spatial control over the presence of
molecules on a surface and to control several cell processes in
culture, including the attachment and spatial distribution of cells,
apoptosis, and differentiation, protein patterning approaches are
currently being developed.59
The availability of functional groups on the surface in order
to covalently couple or include biofactors in the scaffolds should
thus be considered. The presence of the functional groups
directly influences the cell adhesion and differentiation. Several
papers demonstrate the surface-dependent differences in integrin
binding.64 It can be stated that the surface chemistry will effect
the cell differentiation and attachment because of the integrin
binding specificity.64,66 For example, the influence of polar
functionalities seems to exhibit intermediate levels of focal
adhesion components, while the hydrophobic substrates dis-
played the lowest levels.60 Iwasaki et al. recently designed
biomembrane mimetic polymers having a phospholipid polar
group and carbohydrate side chains in order to obtain synthetic
materials capable of selectively recognizing proteins and cells,
and preserving their functions.67 Fischer et al. reported the
surface coating with associating triblock proteins by means of
a hydrogel that physically adsorbs to a substrate.68 These are
just a few of the many examples of recent research in this field.
In order to mimic the natural ECM, not only the surface
chemistry and presence of ligands should be considered. The
ECM is a fibrous environment consisting of different proteins
such as collagen, fibronectin, and so forth. There is a growing
interest in novel technologies such as electrospinning (ESP) that
are able to mimic the structural properties of the ECM by
creating micro- and nanofibers.
A new trend seems to emerge in the field of scaffold design
where different scaffold fabrication technologies and different
biomaterials are combined to provide cells with mechanical,
phycicochemical, and biological cues at the macro-, micro-, and
nanoscale.69-72
The interaction of a biomaterial surface with the surrounding
tissue after implantation is a process that can be subdivided into
four different stages.62 In the first stage, a water shell is formed
around the material in a couple of nanoseconds. Second, a layer
of plasma proteins will be adsorbed, predominantly consisting
of albumin, fibrinogen, immunoglobulin type G (IgG), fibronec-
tin, and von Willebrand factor.14 During the third stage, cells
reach the surface and will interact with the implant through the
protein coating. This complex process is dependent on several
critical surface properties and is strongly influenced by biological
molecules. This third stage occurs from as early as minutes up
to days after implantation. In a final stage, the useful life of the
implant, is the continuing development of the early implant
stages. The duration of this stage can vary from days to several
decades. Among other factors, the adsorption of proteins to
biomaterials has a strong influence on the inflammatory response
of the body.73
As already discussed in the previous section, it is of major
importance to minimize the inflammatory response when
implanting an artificial biomaterial. As an example, poly(D,L-
lactic acid) (PLA) is probably one of the most widely used
biomaterials. This polyester has been Food and Drug Admin-
istration (FDA)-approved and demonstrates a good biocompat-
ibility and biodegradability. Furthermore, it degrades to lactic
acid, a natural compound. In some cases though, biodegradable
polyesters exhibited inflammatory responses.74 Research has
been performed to understand75,76 and overcome77 these prob-
lems. Surface modification of implants fabricated from PLA
and other aliphatic polyesters seems to be a promising strategy
that is implemented by many groups.
A review on recent studies correlating surface functionality
with protein adsorption, cell behavior, and tissue responses is
available elsewhere.14
1.1.4. General Surface Modification Strategies of Bio-
materials. From the previous discussion it is clear that both
chemical and physical properties of surfaces are determining
factors for cell fate. From this insight, different strategies can
be proposed to change a surface.
It is also clear that chemical and physical surface modification
will have to take into account all the previously discussed
factors. The final purpose of the surface modification will be a
guide in order to select a promising surface modification
strategy. From a chemical point of view, these different
strategies for surface modification have one thing in common:
the introduction of functional groups.
A first strategy to change an inert surface could be the
covalent bonding of longer polymer chains to the surface. As
mentioned, this is frequently applied for binding of PEO to
surfaces in order to increase the surface hydrophilicity. If
covalent binding should be achieved, it is, of course, first
necessary to introduce functional groups to the surface.
Another possible approach in order to render a higher surface
hydrophilicity and wettability consists of the introduction of
chemical polar groups on surfaces. These groups can also be
used to immobilize biomimetic molecules such as proteins (ionic
or covalent) or peptides.
If polar groups such as carboxyl, hydroxyl, or amine groups
are introduced on a surface, one could expect a higher
wettability, a more polar character and thus a more hydrophilic
surface. The charge of the introduced groups will also correlate
with the hydrophobicity. Because of this relation, the controlled
modification of polarity, hydrophobicity, and charge is a
complicated process where fine-tuning of the most ideal
properties for a certain application is often a very labor-intensive
project.
Furthermore, it was shown that physical properties such as
roughness correlate with the cell morphology, and thus its final
fate.69
In the preceding paragraphs, we outlined several applications
and examples and briefly discussed the interaction between cells/
organisms and surfaces/biomaterials. We will now consider and
compare several practical methods which enable researchers to
(1) change the chemical composition of the surface by introduc-
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ing functional groups and (2) engineer the physical and
mechanical properties.
1.2. How Are Surfaces Changed? 1.2.1. Bulk Modi-
fication. Bulk modification is a strategy whereby cell-signaling
peptides are incorporated into the biomaterials, and the resulting
recognition sites are not only present on the surface but also in
the bulk of the materials.65 This is mostly beneficial for
applications focusing on injectable biomimetic materials. The
encapsulation of cells within these materials is desirable for
localized delivery by injection, thus avoiding a surgical proce-
dure. Two main groups of injectable materials include hydrogels
and microspheres.
An example is the synthesis of alginate-based hydrogels
covalently functionalized using RGD spaced by a four amino
acids sequence, Gly-Gly-Gly-Gly (GGGG), which was reported
by Marler et al.78 The fine-tuning of the viscoelastic properties
of these kinds of gels is required in order to achieve a gel that
is injectable and able to occupy a defined space that matches
the complex shape at the site of defect. Luo et al. reported the
functionalization of butanediamine-grafted PLA, using maleic
anhydride. These polymers were used for subsequent im-
mobilization of RGD. Films were prepared and evaluated in
terms of cytocompatibility, showing promising results.79 Another
example is the delivery of mesenchymal stem cells through
injection of a peptide-based hydrogel.80 Fittkau et al. reported
that the desired response of specific cell types to tissue
engineering scaffolds could be optimized through a combinatory
approach to the use of biomimetic peptides.81 This group studied
the bulk modification of PEO with RGD, Tyr-Ile-Gly-Ser-Arg
(YIGSR), and Pro-His-Ser-Arg-Asn (PHSRN). Hydrogels modi-
fied with YIGSR or PHSRN showed only limited cell adhesion.
When these peptides were combined with RGD, the YIGSR
peptide was found to selectively enhance the migration of human
microvascular endothelial cells by 25% compared to RGD-only
modified materials. This indicates that the incorporation of
multiple biomimetic factors can result in a more successful
scaffold. Nevertheless, fine-tuning of the incorporated concen-
trations and the viscoelastic properties of the delivery system
remain challenges to be tackled.
The bulk incorporation of enzymatically degradable peptide
sequences and/or functional groups in biomaterials offers
opportunities to fine-tune the degradation rate. Mann et al.
reported the development of photocross-linkable PEO hydrogels
with protease sensitive peptide sequences.82
1.2.2. Surface Modification. Surface modification differs from
bulk modification in this respect that an object/film is fabricated
from a bulk material and subsequently only the surface is
modified.
It is possible to categorize the different available surface
modification strategies in several ways. For example, some
processes are single-step processes; others consist of two or more
subsequent steps in order to achieve the desired modification.
A surface can be changed chemically by introduction of
functional groups or by covalent coupling of molecules onto
the surface. Another approach is the physical adsorption of a
polymer onto the surface. This is, for example, the case for dip-
coating processes,83 but we will not include all of these physical
surface modifications except for self-assembled monolayers
(SAMs), which are also based on physical interactions.
We will first focus on different methods which are used to
introduce specific functional groups on the surface. As the
number of publications in this field is rather high, it is impossible
to cover all the scientific work that was performed during the
past few decades. The following should be seen as an introduc-
tion and a compilation of the most common strategies.
Second, the immobilization of proteins or other bioactive
molecules such as growth factors will be briefly discussed.
1.2.3. Introduction of Functional Groups on Surfaces. A lot
of different methods are available for the introduction of
functional groups on a surface.
The most common industrial techniques for direct surface
modification include flame treatment, metal deposition, irradia-
tion techniques, and corona-discharge techniques. Flame treat-
ment and corona-discharge can be regarded as specific kinds
of plasma treatment.
The modification of a surface by grafting polymers onto the
surfaces can also be achieved in a variety of manners. Graft
polymerization can be achieved by an ionic mechanism, a co-
ordination mechanism, coupling mechanism or free-radical
mechanism. The free-radical mechanism can be subdivided in
chemical grafting, mechano-chemical grafting and radiation
induced-grafting. Radiation-induced grafting can be achieved
by using different kinds of radiation. High-energy radiation such
as γ-rays, X-rays and electron beams are known as ionizing
radiation. Midenergy radiation, mostly UV rays, laser or plasma
sources and low-energy radiation (infrared, ultrasonic, micro-
wave (MW) and visible sources) can bring about desired changes
in the polymer backbone depending upon the irradiation time
and energy of radiation.84
Some more recent techniques include radical living poly-
merizations such as atom transfer radical polymerization
(ATRP)85-87 and reversible addition-fragmentation chain
transfer polymerization (RAFT)88-90 from surfaces.
It is clear that not all these techniques will be of the same
interest for biomaterials. In what follows, we will introduce the
most commonly applied techniques for surface modification in
the field of biomaterials.
It can also be understood that a lot of research in the field
combined methods or used methods that are not always
straightforward to categorize.
Wet-Chemical Methods for Surface Modification. A first class
of methods includes the wet-chemical methods. This involves
the reaction between a chemical compound in solution and a
surface. Classic examples include aminolysis and alkaline or
acidic hydrolysis. Treatment with hydrogen peroxide is con-
sidered a wet chemical method. The hydroperoxides, which are
thus introduced on the surface, serve as initiation sites for the
subsequent grafting of vinyl monomers.
In Table 1, an overview of some interesting work on
hydrolysis of surfaces is presented. This is not a complete
overview, but it should enable the reader to gain some insight
in the evolution within the field and the possible strategies,
materials, and methods that have been applied so far.
Hydroxyl and carboxyl end-groups are generated when a poly
ester is hydrolyzed via autocatalytic cleavage of main-chain
ester-bonds.91 Normally roughness and hydrophilicity of the
surface increase.92 In some cases, both enhanced cell attachment
and spreading are reported. In general, subsequent immobiliza-
tion of natural proteins tends to increase cell adhesion and
viability.93,94
For an overview of some interesting work on aminolysis, we
refer to Table 2. As for hydrolysis, this also is a surface
degradation reaction, roughness also tends to increase, and thus
wettability increases. Characterization of surfaces is a rather
specific field with specific complications and limitations. It is
challenging to evaluate to what extend the change in wettability
is due to the introduction of amine groups on the surface, and
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to what extend the increased wettability can be attributed to
the increased roughness.
In general, these wet chemical methods are very useful, but
some drawbacks should be noted. The most important disad-
vantage is that these reactions are nonspecific, introducing a
range of functional groups. The degree of surface modification
may not be repeatable comparing polymers of different molec-
ular weight, crystallinity, or tacticity.95 Irregular surface etching
has indeed been reported.84 As this surface degradation affects
the outer shell of the device a loss of mechanical properties93
or faster degradation might be the case.
Surface modification of surfaces treated with hydrogen
peroxide has also been reported. Hydrogen peroxide decomposes
to hydroxyl radicals, which are more reactive than other
oxidative chemicals by applying ultraviolet radiation.96 This
technique is used to create hydroperoxide groups on polymers
by immersing samples in hydrogen peroxide solution and
simultaneous irradiation with UV-light.97 This is called photo-
oxidization. In the next step, the sample is immersed in a
monomer solution and exposed a second time to UV-light to
initiate the graft polymerization.97-100
Another form of oxidization was reported by Goddard et al.
Low-density polyethylene (LDPE) samples were treated with
chromic acid to introduce carboxylic groups.95 Oxidization of
surfaces can cause severe changes in chemical, physical,
mechanical, and biological properties.
Table 1. Hydrolysis: An Overview of Some Interesting Papers Reporting on Surface Hydrolysis by Acid of Basic Degradation
process year reference(s)
Hydrolysis of different polymers such as poly(methyl methacrylate)
(PMMA), poly(ethyl terephthalate) (PET), and polyamide 6 with HCl.
1995 316
poly(glycolic acid) (PGA) was treated with NaOH solution. A better cell
adhesion was found for vascular smooth muscle cells.
1998 317
Poly(D,L-lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) and PLA were treated in NaOH
solution and hepatocytes showed better adhesion properties.
1999 318
PCL films treated with NaOH showed enhanced cell attachment. In
vivo experiments were performed.
2000 319
Surface hydrolyzed sutures were functionalized by attaching
(+)-biotinyl-3,6,9-trioxaundecanediamine.
2003 170
PMMA films were exposed to methanol/NaOH hydroxide and then
treated with adenosine triphosphate.
2003 320
PCL membranes were prepared by solvent casting and biaxial
stretching. The membranes which were treated with NaOH were more
hydrophilic and showed better cellular proliferation.
2006 321
A comparative study for PCL-based films and scaffolds which were
treated with NaOH or KOH solution for endothelialization. Coculture
study showed that gelatin-coated and hydroxyapatite-coated systems
were superior.
2006 94
PCL surfaces were hydrolyzed with NaOH solutions and subsequent
immobilization of RGD-peptide.
2006 322
A comparative study concerning the bonding of sustrate and a cover
plate. PMMA was exposed to air plasma treatment, acid catalyzed
hydrolis and aminolysis.
2006 323
PLGA sutures were hydrolyzed and grafted with collagen. A
collagen-PLGA scaffold is prepared from a blend of PLGA and
modified PLGA with collagen.
2006 324
Poly(L-lactic acid) (PLLA) films were immersed in high-strength
simulated body fluid based mixtures (pH 6.4) in order to achieve a
apatite and or an apatite/collagen coating.
2006 325, 326
PCL substrates were hydrolyzed with NaOH or coated with collagen
(plasma-method). Results indicate that substrates which were
hydrolyzed significantly lose mechanical strength and that
collagen-immobilized substrates are more favorable for cell-culture.
2007 93
Poly(glycolide-co-ε-caprolactone) (PGCL) was incubated in 0.1 M
NaOH
2008 291
Table 2. Aminolysis: An Overview of Some Interesting Papers Reporting on Surface Aminolysis by Treatment with Different (Di)amines
process year reference(s)
Aminolysis of PCL membrane with 1,6-hexanediamine was performed.
Subsequent immobilization of gelatin, chitosan and collagen was
achieved.
2002 16
Aminolysis of PLLA membrane with 1,6-hexanediamine was
performed. Subsequent immobilization of gelatin, chitosan and collagen
was achieved.
2004 327
Aminolysis of PLGA and covalent attachment of biomacromolecules
was investigated.
2004 328
Polyurethane (PU) vascular scaffold modified with 1,6-hexanediamine
and subsequent immobilization of gelatin was achieved.
2004 329
Aminolysis of PMMA surfaces with ethylene diamine was studied. 2004 330
Aminolysis of PCL according to Zhu et al. was performed. Different
peptide sequences such as RGD, YIGSR, and IKVAV were
immobilized on the surface.
2006 168
Aminolysis of PCL with ethylene diamine and immobilization of
different peptide sequences was performed.
2006 331
A comparative study concerning the bonding of sustrate and a cover
plate was reported. PMMA was exposed to air plasma treatment, acid
catalyzed hydrolis, and aminolysis.
2006 323
PET was treated with several different diamines. Subsequent reductive
amination or amidation with different carbohydrates was achieved.
2007 332
Poly(L-lactide-co-caprolactone) (PLCL) ESP fibers were aminolyzed
and grafted with fibronectin.
2007 289
1,6-Hexanediamine aminolysis of PLLA and subsequent electrostatic
immobilization of multilayers biomacromolecules was achieved.
2007 288
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Ozone Treatment. A second strategy implies oxidization of
the surface of a biomaterial by exposing it to ozone. Ozone
can be used as such, but it was found that a combination of
ozone and UV irradiation increased the kinetics of the process
significantly. This observation could be attributed to different
pathways for both methods.101 UV-ozone treatment of different
materials such as polyethylene (PE), poly(etheretherketone),
poly(vinyl fluoride), and PS were studied.102-104
As for wet-chemical treatment, it can be stated that this is a
nonspecific technique. Furthermore, the surface composition will
depend on the cleaning procedure. In addition, reorientation at
the surface seems to occur.104 Another concern is the degrada-
tion of polymers, which is known to be enhanced by ozone.105
Following on ozone-treatment, subsequent grafting of mono-
mers on the oxidized surface is possible. 2-Hydroxyethyl
methacrylate (HEMA) was grafted to ozonated polypropylene
(PP) samples.106
Recently Liu et al. reported the grafting of different hydro-
philic polymers such as PEO, chitosan, and poly(vinyl alcohol)
(PVA) to an ultrafiltration membrane composed of polyether-
sulfone by an ozone/UV combination. The modified films
demonstrated increased hydrophilicity, reduced protein adsorp-
tion, and increased roughness.107
UV-Treatment and Photografting. UV treatment has been
extensively used for surface graft polymerization of polymers
in the presence of a photoinitiator or photosensitizer.108,109
Depending on the chemical structure of the grafted polymer,
different functionalities are introduced to the surface. UV can
be applied while the sample is kept under vacuum conditions
(VUV), or submerged in an inert gas such as argon, or covered
with monomer solution. Often, the photoinitiator, mostly ben-
zophenone (BPO), is either precoated on the substrate or present
in solution. UV light excites the BPO, which can abstract
hydrogen atoms from the polymer film when it relaxes, thus
creating free radicals on the surface.
Some authors have reported the introduction of polymers with
amine-side-chains. The photoinduced graft polymerization of
acrylamide (AAm) on PP membranes for the improvement of
the antifouling properties was reported.110 In a more recent
study, the grafting of 2-aminoethyl methacrylate (AEMA) was
described.111 The group also reported the use of air-plasma to
increase the hydrophilic and antifouling character of the PP
membranes.112
Wang et al. recently studied the photografting of methyl
methacrylate (MMA) onto high-density polyethylene (HDPE)
initiated by a proper butanone/water/ethanol mixture as a new
photoinitiating system.113
In order to increase the protein resistance of polydimethyl-
siloxane, a phosphorylcholine group functional methacrylate
monomer was graft polymerized on the surface using BPO as
a photoinitiator.114 The resistance to protein adsorption could
be tuned by controlling the graft density.
In literature, the complexity of the photografting process has
been nicely demonstrated. This was done by systematically
investigating the effects of the principal parameters determining
the graft density. The complex interaction between irradiation
time, molar ratio, monomer concentration, photoinitiator, UV
and solvent determines the overall degree of grafting.115 No
predictive model is available, so, for each combination of a
surface and a monomer, an optimization is required.
One of the drawbacks of the above-mentioned systems
includes the requirement of solvents. The solvent selection has
a great impact on the extent of grafting.116 In order to overcome
this problem Albertson et al. developed a solvent-free grafting
technique that consists of the subjection of biodegradable
polymers to the vapor phase of a monomer and inducing the
grafting reaction by photoinitiation.116-121
More extensive reviews about UV treatment are available
elsewhere.108,109,122
Self-Assembly. Self-assembly is the process whereby a
disordered system of components forms and organizes a
structure or pattern as a consequence of specific, local interac-
tions among the components themselves, without external
direction. In the case of surfaces, this implies that certain
molecules are able to interact with a surface and form a SAM
on the surface. Depending on the chemical structure of the
molecules making up the SAM-layer, different functionalities
can be introduced onto the surface. The best known phenomenon
is the interaction between n-alkane thiols and gold. A lot of
work has been done in this field. SAMs on gold have also been
engineered to enable dynamic control of interfacial acticity, such
as wettability and chemical reactivity of the surface. Control
was achieved by light,123,124 electrochemical signals,125-127 and
inducing conformational change by means of a temperature
change below the lower critical solution temperature128 or a pH
change.129
Spatially defined arrays of SAMs can be prepared by
combining self-assembly with patterning methods such as
microcontact printing and photolithography.1,126
SAMs are typically formed on gold and silver, which limits
their applicability. To overcome this limitation block-copolymers
with an amphibhilic nature are being investigated to form self-
assembled layers onto polymers. These layers are formed by
hydrophobic interactions. The group of Rypacek did a lot of
work in the field of Langmuir-Blodgett films with amphiphilic
block copolymers.130 For example, Popelka et al. created
PEO-PLA block copolymers, which formed a SAM on
polylactide surfaces.131 These copolymers were further func-
tionalized with RGD to render random patterned surfaces.
Murphy et al. reported a similar strategy to form degradable
coatings on colloidal PS particles.132
The paradigm of using the self-assembling and self-
organizational properties of various compounds such as proteins,
bioceramics, and even cells can be found in various fields such
as tissue-engineering133 and bioprinting.44,134-137
High-Energy Radiation. The most common radiation types,
used in industry, include γ-radiation and e-beam radiation.138
Ion beams are used in order to achieve ion implantation in the
outer surface layer or to deposit coatings. Many different ions
have been employed for irradiating polymers such as hydrogen
and helium atoms, as well as ions of gold or uranium.138 Ion
implantation does not directly introduce functional groups onto
the surface but the surface chemistry, and thus the surface
properties, are changed.
For the treatment of polymers, it should be noted that high-
energy irradiation can cause additional chemical effects. Free
radicals can recombine, leading to cross-linking. Chains can be
cleaved, leading to degradation of the polymer.116,139 These
processes occur mostly simultaneously. Higher-energy radiation
is considered not a viable route for the modification of most
biodegradable polymers.140,141
During the past decades, the interaction between biomaterials
and γ-radiation has gained major scientific interest.142 High-
energy photons can be used to change surfaces in different
manners. These photons create radical sites on surfaces and free
molecules which can lead to propagation or termination reactions
such as recombination. Comparable to plasma strategies, postir-
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radiation and syn-irradiation can be distinguished for γ-ray
irradiation. These strategies will be discussed later in the section
on plasma.
γ-Ray irradiation can initiate the polymerization and grafting
of a monomer to a surface143-146 (syn-irradiation), or it can
produce peroxides and hydroperoxides on a surface that can be
subsequently used as initiating sites for graft polymerization147
(postirradiation). Finally, γ-ray irradiation in water can lead to
hydroxylation of the surface.145
Ion-beam based processes, such as ion implantation and ion-
beam-assisted deposition (IBAD), offer a wide array of ben-
eficial surface property modifications without adversely affecting
bulk properties.148 Ion implantation is often used to improve
friction, fretting resistance, and biocompatibility. IBAD is used
to apply antimicrobial coatings, to apply sealant coatings to
prevent water or oxygen permeation, and to create metalized
traces on polymers. It was reported that the ion implantation
into PE leads to a partial loss of hydrogen atoms, followed by
the oxidation of the surface layer.149 This oxidized layer is
harder and more wettable. This increased wettability is a primary
factor for biocompatibility, cell adhesion, lubrication in water-
based environment, or grafting of biopolymers.
Farquet et al. described the influence of the viscosity of a
monomer solution to the effectiveness of the postirradiation
grafting reaction. It was found that the viscosity is an important
parameter to control surface graft polymerization. The higher
the viscosity of the initial monomer solution, the higher the
geminate radical recombination, and the lower the probability
to initiate a polymer chain. At longer incubation times, the
viscosity near the surface increases, leading to a further decrease
of accessible radical sites (kdf is lower at higher viscosity).
Considering the propagation, the viscosity seems to be less
important. For t ≈ 0, the kp of the heterogeneous system is
similar to the one in solution, i.e., lower at higher viscosity.150
The authors demonstrated that viscosity is an essential and very
easily controllable parameter in surface graft-reactions.
Plasma Treatment. As we will focus on plasma treatment in
the next part, the major techniques will here be outlined very
briefly.
Plasma treatment can be used to directly or indirectly
introduce different functionalities on inert surfaces. Direct
modification includes the reactive NH3 plasma, which is known
to introduce, among others, amines, where O2 plasmas intro-
duces a mixture of mainly COOH and OH functionalities. Argon
plasmas are typically used to introduce free radicals.
Indirect modification is based on the grafting of polymers
bearing the desired functionalities onto the surface. Both
strategies and recent advancements in the field will be discussed
extensively in the next paragraph.
The use of plasma modification techniques has some major
advantages. First of all, some techniques will influence the
mechanical properties of the outer layer of an implant. It is clear
that wet chemical treatment of a surface will cause a partial
degradation and scissions of the polymers at the surface, leading
to a decrease of mechanical strength and leading to a faster
degradation. A comparative study demonstrated that the struc-
tural and chemical integrity of PLGA 3D scaffolds was
adversely affected by wet chemical methods.151
Another advantage is that plasma enables to uniformly change
surfaces, regardless of the geometry. The technique can be used
on complex objects such as 3D components for tissue engineer-
ing or artificial organs,152 nanoparticles, and films.153
Another major advantage is that the use of hazardous solvents
can be avoided, as plasma is a solvent-free technique.
AlternatiVe Strategies for the Introduction of ReactiVe
Functional Groups. Of course many other techniques have been
proposed to change a surface. We will briefly discuss some of
them.
Recently, surface-initiated polymerization (SIP) has attracted
a lot of attention, since it has proven to be a successful technique
for grafting polymers onto solid substrates.154-156 In a typical
SIP process, a surface-bound initiating site is used for graft
polymerization. Many different polymerization methods have
been applied for SIP.157 Within this field, the application of
radical living polymerizations such as RAFT88,89 and ATRP is
of great interest.85,86,88,158 Some major advantages of these
techniques include the longer chain length achievable and the
higher graft density which can be obtained. This is a basic
condition when the aim is to create polymer brushes on a
surface. Some authors state that surface-initiated ATRP is
opening up a new route to “precision” surface modification.159
The interested reader can find an excellent review on this topic
elsewhere.87,159 Recently, Huang et al. reported the use of ATRP
to graft dimethyl-amino-ethylmethacrylate from a PP surface.85
Lee et al. grafted oligo(ethylene glycol) methyl ether meth-
acrylate from a gold surface using of ATRP. This PEO-layer
was used as a nonfouling layer. “Click-chemistry” was applied
on the azide-terminus of the nanobrushes in order to introduce
specific functionalities for the binding of bioactive molecules.86
This strategy enabled the introduction of specific binding ligands
on an inert polymer substrate.
Another new and emerging technique is the so-called mo-
lecular layer deposition (MLD).160-163 The major advantages
of the MLD methods include thickness control and conformality.
As far as we know, no studies addressing biocompatibility of
these surfaces have been undertaken so far.
1.2.4. Immobilisation of Proteins or Other Biomimetic
Clues. From the previous discussion, it is clear that there are
numerous techniques that enable the modification of a surface
by introducing functional groups. This chemical modification
will not only alter some physical properties such as wettability,
it will also enable the subsequent chemical binding of biological
compounds to the surface. From the interaction of cells with
their surroundings, which was previously discussed, it is
assumed that this will lead to the desired biocompatibility or
biofunctionality. Moreover, if cells can be triggered to interact
in a desired manner with materials, the stimulation to adhere,
to proliferate, and even to differentiate might be feasible. This
is, as mentioned before, of major interest in the field of tissue
engineering.
The immobilization of small peptides such as RGD,164 Arg-
Gly-Asp-Ser (RGDS), Ile-Lys-Val-Ala-Val (IKVAV), and
YIGSR are considered.54,165-169 Different authors reported the
immobilization of biomolecules such as biotin, heparin, and
insulin.54,170,171
There are numerous bioconjugation techniques that are
applied in the field, and intensive research is being performed.
The most common technique is carbodiimide coupling of a
carboxylic group with a primary amine. First, the carbodiimide
reacts with the carboxylic group to form a reactive intermediate.
This can be stabilized by forming the reactive ester by adding
(sulfo)-N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS). A large deal of research
in the field of surface engineering focused on the introduction
of carboxylic groups onto the surface in order to be able to use
this coupling method. The reader will notice the emphasis on
the postirradiation grafting of acrylic acid (AA).
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2. Nonthermal Plasma Technologies for Surface
Modification
In the previous section, we discussed some surface modifica-
tion technologies, and their possible advantages and drawbacks.
Plasma-based strategies for the surface modification of biode-
gradable polymers, and biomaterials in general, demonstrate
great potential. Therefore, the focus of this part will be on these
strategies. First, we will discuss the general interaction of plasma
with materials, and the different strategies for surface modifica-
tion that evolve from this interaction. Second, an overview of
nonthermal plasma technologies for surface modification will
be given. In the last section, a more extensive overview of the
research performed within this area, focusing on materials,
monomers, and plasma-types, will be outlined.
2.1. Plasma Surface Interactions: General Intro-
duction. Plasma is sometimes referred to as the fourth state of
matter. The term was introduced by Langmuir in 1929.29 Plasma
is a partly ionized gas and can be defined as a quasi-neutral
particle system in the form of gaseous or fluid-like mixtures of
free electrons, ions, and radicals, generally also containing
neutral particles (atoms, molecules). Some of these particles may
be in an excited state. Particles in an excited state can return to
their ground state by photon emission. The latter process is at
least partially responsible for the luminosity of a typical
plasma.17,84 In plasma, certain electrons are free, rather then
bound to molecules or atoms. This means that positive and
negative charges can move somewhat independently from each
other. Plasma is typically obtained when gases are excited into
energetic states by radio frequency (RF), MW, or electrons from
a hot filament discharge.
Plasmas are frequently subdivided into nonequilibrium (or
nonthermal/low-temperature/cold) and equilibrium (or thermal/
high-temperature/hot) plasmas. Thermal equilibrium implies that
the temperature of all species (electrons, ions, neutrals, and
excited species) is the same. This is, for example, true for stars
as well as for fusion plasmas. High temperatures are required
to form these types of plasmas, typically ranging from 4000 K
for easy-to-ionize elements such as cesium to 20 000 K for hard-
to-ionize elements, such as helium.172,173 In contrast, plasmas
with strong deviations from kinetic equilibrium have electron
temperatures that are much higher than the temperature of the
ions and neutrals and are classified as nonequilibrium plasmas.
It is obvious that the high temperatures used in thermal plasmas
are destructive for polymers, and most applications for biopoly-
mer surface modification will make use of nonthermal or cold
plasmas. Therefore in this paper, we will limit ourselves to this
type of plasma sources.
It is clear that plasma is a very reactive environment in which
several different interactions between plasma and a surface are
possible. Three main categories of plasma reactions can be
distinguished, according to the outcome of the interaction:
plasma polymerization, plasma treatment, and plasma etching
(or ablation). Plasma polymerization means that an organic
monomer is converted in reactive fragments which polymerize
and are deposited to the substrate. In this way, coating can be
achieved. This polymerization can be initiated in the vapor phase
or at the surface. The coating and the substrate will both be
bombarded with ions from the plasma, and thus etching occurs.
Not all gases lead to reactive intermediates which can polymer-
ize. This is the case for different gases such as He, Ar, O2, and
N2. In plasma-literature they can be referred to as “inert gases”,
having a slightly different meaning then classical inert gases.
These gases will not form a polymerized coating but will create
or substitute functional groups, or create radicals, on the surface.
This is a typical plasma-treatment strategy.
It is clear that the process vapor, the substrates, and the
process conditions will determine which process is dominant:
deposition, substitution, or etching. This process was described
by Yasuda in ref 174 as competitive ablation polymerization
(see Figure 2).
These different interactions of plasma lead to different
plasma-based surface modification strategies. We will briefly
introduce them here and discuss them more extensively in the
last part of this review.
Plasma Treatment. As indicated previously, plasma treatment
does not apply a monomer in vapor phase but inert gases (see
Figure 3). As a result, chemical functionalities are introduced
onto the surfaces or free radicals are created. These radicals
can be used for cross-linking or surface grafting. Typically gases
such as Ar, He, O2, N2, NH3, and CF4 are used. The introduced
functionalities can be subsequently used to bind polymers or
other molecules to the surface in order to achieve the desired
surface properties. Very often, plasma treatment is used only
to obtain more hydrophilic surfaces.
Plasma Postirradiation Grafting. The use of He and Ar
plasma is known to introduce mainly radicals on the surface,
without introducing functionalities or plasma-deposited polymers
(see Figure 3). If those free radicals are subjected to the
atmosphere or to O2, peroxides and hydroperoxides will be
formed. Those functionalities can be used for initiation of a
polymerization reaction (see Figure 4). This is a postirradiation
grafting technique. Note that, in this case, the monomer is not
subjected to the plasma and thus the grafted polymers will have
the same composition as the polymers achieved by conventional
Figure 2. A schematic representation of competitive ablation
polymerization.
Figure 3. A schematic representation of plasma treatment with
different plasma gases. Ar or He typically introduces free radicals,
which can react with oxygen to form (hydro)peroxides. Other plasmas,
such as oxygen and nitrogen, introduce different functional groups.
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polymerization. This type of strategy can also be referred to as
a “grafting-from” approach.
In contrast to the postirradiation grafting approach, two
possible strategies exist in which the monomer is subjected to
plasma.
Plasma syn-Irradiation. The first strategy includes the
adsorption of a monomer to the substrate, which is then
subjected to plasma (see Figure 5). The plasma will create
radicals in the adsorbed monomer layer and a substrate surface,
which will lead to a cross-linked polymer top-layer. This is a
syn-irradiation grafting method and a typical plasma-induced
polymerization strategy.
Plasma Polymerization: Deposition. Another surface modi-
fication strategy is based on the plasma state polymerization.
A monomer in vapor phase which is introduced in the plasma
is converted in reactive fragments (see Figure 5). These can
combine to polymers in the gas phase (plasma-state polymer-
ization). The polymers formed in a plasma will not necessarily
have a structure and composition that is comparable to polymers
achieved by conventional polymerization techniques. It is
noteworthy that plasma polymerization occurs with many
monomers in the vapor phase, even if they do not contain
unsaturated bonds or cyclic structures. These polymers can be
deposited on the substrate, thus creating a plasma-deposited
polymer coating on the surface. This is a grafting-to approach,
and also a so-called syn-grafting, or simultaneous grafting.
In literature, in some cases, the term “preirradiation” refers
to “postirradiation”66,144,175,176 and “simultaneous grafting” or
“syn-irradiation” can be used to refer to direct grafting”.144
In general “grafting to” a surface refers to the binding of a
polymer to a surface, while “grafting from” means that the
polymer is grown starting from initiating sites on the surface.
It is suggested that the “grafting to” approach leads to lower
grafting densities because of the concentration gradient built
up by the already grafted chains.177 As the addition of monomer
to an initiating site or a growing chain end is not strongly
hindered by the already grafted chains in good solvent condi-
tions, it is believed that this approach will lead to a higher
grafting-density and a thicker grafted layer.159,178-180
2.2. Nonthermal Plasma Sources. As discussed before, for
surface-modification of polymers in the biomedical field, mainly
cold plasma sources are of interest. The type of plasma and the
technical equipment will be of great importance. For example,
some plasmas are more homogeneous then others. First, a brief
overview of different nonthermal plasma sources will be given,
discussing strong and weak points of each type, followed by
some recent trends and technical developments in the field.
In plasma technology, nonthermal plasmas are generated by
an electrical gas discharge. The application of a strong electric
field to a neutral gas ensures ionization in the gas volume and
the created charged particles are accelerated in the applied
electrical field. Especially the electrons are affected by the field
due to their light mass and gain most energy. They achieve high
temperatures (105-106 K), while the heavy ions efficiently
exchange their energy by collisions with the background gas
and thus remain cold. The gas temperature is below 473 K. On
collision between energetic electrons and neutral molecules,
radicals are created. These radicals play an important role in
the chemical activity of the plasma. As a result of the low gas
temperature, plasma surface treatment is applicable to heat-
sensitive materials, such as biopolymers.181
Typical for surface modification developed plasma sources
is that they operate at low pressures (10-3-1000 Pa). At low
pressure the discharge is more stable, and it is easier to control
the plasma reactions. A long mean free path of the gas particles
guarantees only few collisions and thus only a small reduction
in the number of chemically active species.
The application field of plasma technology is growing very
fast. Moreover, increasing demands from industry encourage
the continuous development of more efficient and more flexible
plasma techniques. Therefore, it can be noticed that in recent
plasma technology research, large efforts are made to develop
atmospheric pressure technology-based plasma reactors to
overcome the disadvantages of low pressure. Because there is
no need for vacuum devices, the investment costs are much
lower, and atmospheric plasma technology can easily be scaled
uptoindustrialdimensionsandintegratedinin-lineprocesses.182,183
The difficulty of working at atmospheric pressure is that
instabilities in the discharge rapidly arise, so that transition to
a thermal arc discharge is likely to take place. This transition
is undesirable because of the loss of homogeneity as the
discharge constricts to a narrow current channel. Moreover, the
high current density causes an increase in gas temperature, which
dispels the nonthermal character of the discharge. Therefore,
the major challenge for atmospheric pressure technology is
finding a mechanism to prevent this transition. Different
solutions are based on limiting the discharge maintenance time
by working in a pulsed regime so that the instabilities do not
have enough time to develop.184 In this way, for example, pulsed
corona and MW discharges can be employed at atmospheric
pressure.185 Dielectric barrier discharges (DBDs) prevent the
transition to an arc discharge by autopulsation of the discharge
in an alternating current (AC) arrangement with a dielectric
barrier covering one or both electrodes.186,187 Another method
to prevent accumulation of charges is to apply a fast gas flow
Figure 4. A schematic represetation of plasma postirradiation grafting.
Figure 5. A schematic representation of syn-irradiation grafting and
plasma polymerization.
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in transverse direction so that instabilities are “blown” away,
for example, in the direct current (DC) glow discharge.188
Recently, several authors reported the use of atmospheric
plasma for the modification of surfaces of polymers and
biomaterials.189-196 These authors reported successful surface
modification by means of atmospheric plasma. These promising
results demonstrate the feasibility of atmospheric plasma surface
modification for biomedical applications. For example, atmo-
spheric plasma deposition of patterned substrates demonstrated
adherence of cells to plasma polymer islands, even for human
U937 macrophages, which normally do not adhere on tissue
culture plates.189 Another interesting application of atmospheric
plasma’s can be found in the field of sterilization. Park et al.
reported a MW-induced argon plasma system that operates at
atmospheric pressure.197-200 It was demonstrated that this
sterilization method is easy to use, requires significantly less
time than the other traditional methods and other established
plasma sterilization methods, and it is nontoxic.197 Stoffels et
al. reported the development of an atmospheric plasma-needle,
which will be discussed later.201
According to the location of the treated sample with respect
to the gas discharge chamber, surface treatment with atmospheric
plasma technology can be divided into active and remote plasma
treatment as shown in Figure 6. In the active plasma treatment,
the substrate to be treated will pass between the electrodes. In
this way, there is direct contact between the substrate surface
and the active plasma. In remote plasma treatment, the substrate
is located outside the plasma chamber, but passes in the gas
stream that runs through the plasma chamber and that is loaded
with radicals and other active species. The sample is treated in
the afterglow of the plasma. An active plasma treatment has
the advantage of a higher concentration of active species near
the surface of the substrate, while for remote plasma treatment,
this concentration decreases as a function of distance to the
plasma chamber and depends on the lifetime of the active
species.194 On the other hand, the active plasma treatment faces
a risk of backside treatment and pin-holing, while the remote
treatment prevents damages from the discharge as the discharge
current does not flow through the sample. Moreover, remote
treatment allows the possibility to treat the surface of materials
of any thickness and any geometry (3D objects). These
characteristics makes them attractive strategies for the modifica-
tion of 3D tissue implants and biomaterials in general.202-205
The active treatment is often limited to thin substrates, as a result
of the dimensions of the interelectrode space.
It was reported that the hydrophilicity effects of remote Ar
plasma were more noticeable than those of direct Ar plasma.204
The authors further demonstrated that direct Ar plasma treatment
caused more severe surface degradation then remote plasma
treatment. It is concluded that remote plasma treatment can
enhance radical reaction and restrain electron and ion etching
effects.204 This property is obviously of major importance for
surface modification of biodegradable biomaterials such as
polyesters.
In the following paragraphs, we will briefly discuss the most
significant properties of the typical nonthermal plasma sources
used for surface modification. It should be noted that, for several
plasma sources reported in literature, it is difficult to classify
the plasma source unambiguous in one or another category
because they show features of different types.
2.2.1. Corona Discharge. The corona discharge is a low
current discharge caused by partial or local breakdown of a gas
gap with strongly inhomogeneous electric field at atmospheric
pressure. To form a nonuniform electric field distribution in the
gap, the electric field near one or both electrodes must be
stronger than in the rest of the discharge gap. This situation
typically arises when the characteristic size of at least one of
the electrodes is much smaller than the interelectrode distance,
e.g., a pointed electrode and a plane (see Figure 7) or a thin
wire and a cylinder. Around the sharp electrode, an inhomo-
geneous localized corona glowth can be observed with a small
active volume. Despite this small active volume, corona
discharges are often applied for treatment of polymers.84,206-208
It was suggested that corona-discharge treatment could possibly
influence the biodegradability of certain biodegradable poly-
mers.209
2.2.2. Dielectric Barrier Discharges. A lot of different
configurations can be applied in order to realize a DBD. There
are three basic configurations for generating DBDs. The first
type is the volume discharge arrangement, for which the most
commonly applied types are shown in Figure 8. A characteristic
feature of such a DBD is that at least one of the electrodes is
covered by a dielectric layer. This dielectric is the essential part
of the discharge. After ionization at a certain location in the
discharge gap, the transported charge accumulates at the
dielectric surface. This charge generates an electrical field that
reduces the field in the gap and interrupts in this way the current
flow after a few nanoseconds. The exact duration depends on
the pressure, gas composition, and dielectric properties. By
applying an AC voltage (typical frequencies: 1-100 kHz) with
an amplitude sufficient for breakdown, a large number of
microdischarges are induced, randomly distributed in time and
space. The dielectric layer has two functions. It limits the amount
Figure 6. Active versus remote atmospheric plasma treatment.
Figure 7. The point-to-plane corona discharge.
Figure 8. Typical planar and cylindrical DBD configurations: (1) AC
HV source; (2) HV electrode; (3) ground electrode; (4) discharge gap;
(5) dielectric barrier.
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of charge transported by a single microdischarge and distributes
the microdischarges over the entire area of the electrode.
Next to this filamentary type of volume discharge, several
research groups reported on diffuse discharges in DBD con-
figurations at about atmospheric pressure and gap widths up to
several centimeters.210-213 In other arrangements, one of the
plane electrodes is replaced by a sharp electrode, resulting in
an AC dielectric barrier corona discharge.214
The second and third arrangements for a DBD used for
surface modification are the so-called surface discharge and
coplanar discharge arrangement. Figure 9a shows a typical
arrangement of a surface discharge: a plane dielectric with a
thin or long electrode (or several in parallel) on one surface
and an extended metallic cover as the counter-electrode on its
reverse side. The extension of the discharge depends on the
amplitude of the voltage. Figure 9b shows a coplanar discharge
arrangement: pairs of long parallel electrodes with opposite
polarity are close to the surface embedded within a dielectric
bulk. The interelectrode distance can be of the order of 100
µm. In literature, there are a large number of excellent reviews
on DBDs.186,187,215-219 This type of plasma was used exten-
sively for polymer surface modification.189,190,220,221 Recently,
PCL was treated with DBD plasma, and mouse osteoblasts were
cultured on these surfaces.221 The cells demonstrated increased
initial attachment and proliferation.
It should be noted that occasionally in literature, the term
corona discharge or corona treatment has been used in connec-
tion with DBDs, although most authors prefer to use this term
only for discharges between bare metal electrodes without
dielectric.
2.2.3. RF Discharges. A plasma can be excited and sustained
by high-frequency electromagnetic waves. When the frequency
of the electromagnetic field increases, the ions and subsequently
the electrons can no longer reach the electrode surface during
the acceleration phase of the exciting external field. At such
RFs, the interaction between the power supply and the plasma
is now dominated by displacement currents rather than by real
currents.222 Therefore, these discharges can be used without
electrodes in contact with the plasma. This can be a major
advantage for many applications because, in this way, impurities
originating from the electrodes can be avoided. In most cases
the discharges are operated at low pressure, although some
applications are operated outside this range and even at
atmospheric pressure.
RF discharges operate in the frequency range of 1-100 MHz,
most commonly at 13.56 MHz. As a consequence, the wave-
length of the electromagnetic field is much larger than the
chamber dimensions.
The power coupling in RF discharges can be accomplished
by oscillating electric fields (capacitive coupling) or by oscil-
lating magnetic fields (inductive coupling). Figure 10a shows
the schematic setup of a capacitive coupling system in a plasma
reactor for surface treatment. Inductive coupling is realized by
placing the discharge in the magnetic field of an induction coil
(Figure 10b).
RF discharges are used by many groups for surface modifica-
tion of polymers for biomedical applications.151,223-229 Unger
et al. studied the influence of the different parameters on plasma
polymerized films in an in situ manner.229 The approach
consisted of designing and adding a dedicated plasma prepara-
tion chamber to the main analysis chamber of different
spectrometers [X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), electron
spectroscopy for chemical analysis (ESCA), near-edge X-ray
absorption fine structure (NEXAFS), and time-of-flight second-
ary ion mass spectrometry (TOF-SIMS)]. This approach can
possibly provide us with more fundamental knowledge about
the basic chemical reactions which take place, and the aging
process.
MW Discharges. In the MW region (0.3-10 GHz), the
wavelength of the electromagnetic field becomes comparable
to the dimensions of the discharge chamber resulting in other
coupling mechanisms. MW sources are most available and least
expensive at the frequency of 2.45 GHz, the same frequency as
used in MW ovens.222
Different types of MW discharges are available, which
ensures that MW plasmas can be operated over a wide range
of conditions, with pressures ranging from 0.1 Pa up to
atmospheric pressure. The majority of MW-induced plasmas
(MIPs) are produced in a waveguide structure or a resonant
cavity.230
The waveguide coupled reactor is one of the simplest and
most used MW plasma generation configurations. The MW
power is directly coupled to the plasma by inserting a dielectric
(quartz) tube reactor through a rectangular waveguide, as shown
in Figure 11. The plasma is initiated and maintained due to the
axial high electric field at MW frequency located at the place
where the waveguide surrounds the dielectric tube, which
contains the working gas at low pressure.
Several groups reported the use of MW plasma reactors.231-236
A special interest in MW plasma for sterilization purposes can
be noticed.197-200,237,238
In a resonant cavity reactor, the MW power is fed through a
window separating the waveguide, which is normally at
atmospheric pressure, from the cylindrical vacuum cavity, where
the plasma is generated (Figure 12).
During the past decades, different industrial applications of
electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) plasma reactors were
developed using a configuration similar to that shown in Figure
13. In such a configuration, the plasma is generated from the
interaction between an electric field at MW frequency and a
superimposed magnetic field, in such a way that the electrons
are in resonance with the MW field.172 The ECR reactor
essentially consists of two parts: a resonance region and a
process region where the substrates are treated. The created
plasma flows along the magnetic field lines from the resonance
zone into the process chamber, where the energetic ions and
free radicals impinge on the substrate surface.
The ECR system has been investigated by several groups for
surface modification of polymers and biomaterials.233,239-241
2.2.4. Emerging Trends in Plasma Source Technology. As
already mentioned before, it is sometimes difficult to unambigu-
ously categorize different discharges. During the past decades,
inspired by the search for stable and homogeneous atmospheric
pressure discharges, the majority of the described plasma sources
in literature are combinations of the above-described techniques.
Figure 9. Surface discharge (a) and coplanar discharge (b) configura-
tions: (1) HV electrode; (2) counter-electrode; (3) dielectric barrier;
(4) surface discharge; (5) coplanar discharge.
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In this last paragraph, we will describe two general concepts
using such combinations that are thoroughly studied at the
moment:
Microplasmas. Spatially confining atmospheric pressure,
nonequilibrium plasmas to dimensions of 1 mm or smaller is a
promising approach for the generation and maintenance of stable
glow discharges at atmospheric pressure.242,243 Such discharges
are called microplasmas and represent a new and emerging field
of plasma technology. Microplasmas show a remarkable stability
toward arcing. At this point of time, the mechanisms that are
responsible for this behavior are still on the frontiers of
knowledge. One mechanism is the so-called “pd”-scaling. The
breakdown voltage of a discharge depends on the product of
pressure p and electrode separation d (Paschen curve).242 As a
consequence, the voltage required to ignite a discharge can be
kept low for essentially all gases even at atmospheric pressure
if the electrode separation is below 1 mm. Another mechanism
that contributes to the observed stability of microdischarges is
the high loss of charge carriers to the surrounding walls.
Microplasmas are able to selectively generate chemical reactive
species which could open up a wide range of applications in,
e.g., surface treatment.244
Plasma Jet. As mentioned before, it is desirable for some
applications to work with a remote plasma treatment and for
this purpose several sources were developed. The plasmas
produced are not spatially bound or confined by electrodes and
are often referred to as cold plasma jets. Plasma needle, plasma
plume, and plasma pencil are other designations of plasma
jets.245,246 Some authors even use the term plasma torch, but
usually this name is reserved for thermal plasmas employed in
industry for cutting and welding applications.
Plasma jets normally operate at atmospheric pressure and are
widely tested for biomedical applications.245 Typical plasma jets
are launched into the surrounding environment by devices that
internally generate atmospheric pressure nonthermal plasmas.246
The jets are blown outside the source by a gas flow. In this
way, the treatment occurs in the afterglow of the discharge.
Plasma jets are generated in different gases and mixtures and
their power sources cover a wide spectrum of frequencies from
DC to MWs.245,246
As mentioned before, Stoffels et al. reported the development
of a so-called plasma needle.201 This is a nondestructive
atmospheric plasma source which can be easily manipulated.
The miniaturization of this plasma needle gives this technique
great potential in diverse application fields such as the treatment
of dental cavities,247 site-specific sterilization,248 in vivo local-
ized cell-detachment,249 and different surgeries.245 A pulsed
plasma pencil, which operates at atmospheric pressure and room
termperature, has been reported.250-253
These miniaturized, nonthermal, atmospheric plasma jets are
considered to be very promising in the field of biomaterial
surface modification. As this new technology evolves, instru-
ments and experimental set-ups for the modification of bioma-
terials can be expected to appear in the near future. These
plasmas can possibly be used in combination with a robotic
arm in order to “draw” a predefined pattern of functional groups
on a biomaterial.
2.3. Different Plasma Strategies for Surface Modi-
fication: Recent Achievements. The different interactions
between a material and plasma were discussed, and the different
plasma-based surface modification strategies were exemplified.
An overview of different plasma-sources was given, and some
emerging trends within this field were presented. Next, the
practical application of these different strategies and recent
results in the field of biomaterial modification will be discussed.
We will focus on (1) plasma treatment, (2) postirradiation
grafting, (3) syn-irradiation grafting, and (4) various plasma
polymerization strategies. In each section, a table summarizing
important and/or recent literature will be presented focusing on
the type of plasma, monomer, and substrate applied.
2.3.1. Plasma Treatment. As discussed earlier, several gases
can be used to create functional groups or free radicals on the
surface of polymers. An overview of the most important research
on surface modification of biodegradable polymers, using plasma
treatment is presented in Table 3.
Figure 10. Capacitive coupling (a) and inductive coupling (b) of RF discharges.
Figure 11. A typical waveguide-coupled MW plasma reactor.
Figure 12. A typical resonant cavity MW plasma reactor.
Figure 13. A typical ECR configuration for material processing.
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First, we will discuss the changes which may be introduced
and the general effects of plasma treatment on the surface of
polymers. Stability and aging will be the subject of the next
section, and some examples of immobilization and biocompat-
ibility tests will be considered.
Plasma treatment of a surface has a set of different conse-
quences. Typically, the surface wettability is increased, func-
tional groups are introduced, roughness is increased, and chain
scission and/or cross-linking can occur. Some of these phe-
nomena are interconnected, as discussed in the previous section.
The final surface properties are a complex interplay between
the substrate, gases, processing parameters, cleaning procedure,
storage time (aging), and conditions.
Generally, O2-plasma treatment leads to the introduction of
oxygen-containing functional groups such as carboxylic acid
groups, peroxide groups (due to postplasma reactions), and
hydroxyl groups. Carboxylic groups may also be introduced by
CO2 or CO-plasmas. CO2-plasma treatment also produces
hydroxyls, ketones, aldehydes, and esters.254 Nitrogen, ammonia
and N2/H2-plasmas introduce primary, secondary, and tertiary
amines, as well as amides. Polymers that are treated with Ar or
He plasma will not lead to the incorporation of new function-
alities on the polymer surface, but free radicals will be created
on the surface.255 These free radicals can react with oxygen
from the atmosphere.256 It can thus be concluded that plasma
treatment does not result in a unique functionality, which means
it can not be considered to be a selective technique.
The effect of postplasma rearrangements (surface adaptation)
and reactions (postplasma oxidation) should not be underesti-
mated. Siow et al. presented a very nice overview of studies on
aging effects.254 The authors conclude that surface chemistry
should be characterized at the time of biological testing in order
to be able to correlate chemical surface composition with
biological response.254 Sharma et al.193 demonstrated that
oxygen levels on the PC surface continued to increase until 72 h
after He plasma treatment. The wettability of the PC dropped
initially from 93° to 30°, but recovered up to 67° due to aging
effects. Murakami et al. linked the dynamic behavior of the
Table 3. Representative Overview of Plasma Treatment of Polymer Surfacesa
substrates plasma year reference(s)
PP, poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC), polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE),
polycarbonate (PC), PU, PMMA
NH3 and N2/H2 1969 333
PE, PP, polyvinyl fluoride (PVF), PS, nylon 6, PET, PC, cellulose
acetate butyrate, poly(oxymethylene)
He and O2 1969 334
PET, PP O2 1989 335,336
PP CO2 1990 234
polyimide (Kapton film) Ar, N2, O2, CO, CO2, NO, and NO2 1992 337
LDPE SO2 1993 338
LDPE CO2, NH3 with subsequent grafting 1993 339
perfluorinated ethylene-propylene copolymer and PTFE NH3 and H2O vapor 1995 340
PE CO2 1995 341
PP He, Ne, Ar, H2, N2, O2 1995 342
PET CO2 1997 343
PS, LDPE, PP, PET Ar 1997 256
PS, poly(dimethyl siloxane) (PDMS), phenol-formaldehyde resin O2 1998 257,258
polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) NH3 and N2/H2 1999 271
polysulfone CO2 1999 344
polysulfone CO2 and N2 1999 345
PP, PS, and PTFE NH3 and Ar 2000 263
PS NH3 and N2/H2 2003 232
poly(ethylene naphthalate) N2 2003 346
PLLA O2, N2, Ar and NH3 2003 268
PLLA, PLGA NH3 2003 347
polysulfone NH3 2003 205
PP O2, NH3 and N2 2004 348
PLGA O2 2004 349
PLA air or water/ NH3 plasma 2005 313
PU air plasma 2005 350
PS N2 and CO2 2005 351
polyethersulfone N2, NH3, Ar/NH3 and O2/NH3 2005 352
PCL air plasma 2005 264
poly[poly(ethylene oxide)terephthalate-co-(butylene)terephthalate
(PEOT/PBT)
Ar 2006 267
PP, LDPE air plasma 2006 206
PLA NH3 2006 262
PLLA (scaffolds) Ar 2006 261
PLLA (3D scaffolds) NH3 2007 91
starch O2 2007 223
poly(L/DL-lactide) 80/20% O2, NH3 or SO2/H2 2007 265
PU O2 2007 353
PCL nanofibers Ar (remote plasma) 2007 202
PLLA (scaffold) O2 2007 354
PC He 2007 193
PE Ar 2007 355
PLGA CO2 2008 266
PTFE Ar (remote and direct) 2008 204
PP microporous membrane Air plasma 2008 211
PP microbeads He/NH3/H2O and He/O2/H2O 2008 184
PCL O2 2008 221
a The table presents a comprehensive overview of the substrates, the plasma type, and year of publication of the research.
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surface properties during aging to a reorientation of the
introduced polar groups.257,258
A surface has the tendency to minimize the interfacial energy.
This is the driving-force for surface adaptation. For example,
if a O2-plasma-treated PDMS surface is aged in air, the surface
returns to a low-energy-state. This phenomenon can be explained
by a reorientation of the polar groups toward the interface,
minimizing the interfacial free energy.259 When aging was
performed in water, or in aqueous phase, the polar groups were
still present on the surface, minimizing the interfacial free energy
by expanding the polar groups toward the polar solvent. In this
respect, the temperature is also an important factor influencing
the aging of plasma-treated polymers. A rapid change of the
contact angle at higher temperatures supports the idea that the
changes occurring are caused by polymer chain motion,
reorienting the polar groups into the bulk.260
Another effect is the postplasma oxidation. This is a reaction
between remaining radicals and atmospheric oxygen.
Normally, surface wettability is increased by the introduction
of the polar functional groups to the mostly inert surfaces of
polymers. As this effect is correlated to surface chemistry (and
thus surface energy) it is also time-dependent as exemplified
before.
Plasma-treated surfaces can be used to immobilize ligands
with a biological activity. RGDS was immobilized using Ar
plasma treatment onto PLLA porous scaffolds.261 It was reported
that both the attachment of osteoblastic-like cells and their
proliferation were enhanced. Zhao et al. reported an improved
cell-affinity of a PLA film toward fibroblasts after NH3-plasma
treatment and subsequent immobilization of collagen.262 The
covalently immobilized collagen films were superior for cell
attachment and proliferation compared to the films with collagen
adsorbed on the surface or just NH3-plasma-treated films.
Hyaluronic acid (HA) was successfully immobilized on
different materials modified with Ar and NH3.263 The authors
noted that steric effects were involved in the reactivity of the
HA toward the surface groups. The authors suggested the
application of a bifunctional oligomethylene-bridged coupling
reagent.
As a critical remark, it should be taken into account that many
proteins tend to physisorb to plasma surfaces or normal polymer
surfaces. This process can be difficult to distinguish from
covalent immobilization.254 In order to evaluate this, researchers
should ensure that the targeted reactive group is present in a
sufficiently high concentration, at the time of covalent im-
mobilization. Storage-techniques should be evaluated and new
storage methods should thus be developed.
Different biocompatibility studies were performed on these
substrates, mostly encouraging results were reported.
Alves et al. reported O2-plasma modification of blends of
cornstarch with different polymers. It is worth mentioning that
plasma modification did not lead to an increased cell prolifera-
tion and adhesion for all these materials.223 Osteoblast-like cells
(osteosarcoma) were used in this study.
As mentioned before ESP fibers have the potential to mimic
the ECM morphology. ESP-PCL fibers were coated with
gelatin, using carbodiimide coupling.264 The PCL fibers were
treated with air plasma to introduce carboxylic groups, which
were then covalently coupled with gelatin. It was shown that
endothelial cells spread and proliferate better on the gelatin-
grafted material. The authors reported that endothelial cells were
oriented along gelatin-grafted aligned nanofibers. The nongrafted
aligned nanofibers did not demonstrate this property.
Gugala et al. reported the influence of different plasma
treatments on the attachment, growth and activity of rat
osteoblasts cultured on poly(L/DL-lactide).265 The treatment with
ammonia plasma seemed to be the most efficacious compared
to O2 or SO2/H2-plasmas.
The anchorage of basic fibroblast growth factor on CO2-
plasma-treated PLGA films greatly increased the adhesion and
growth of mouse fibroblast cells.266
Woodfield et al. concluded that Ar plasma treatment was not
a suitable surface modification technique for PEOT/PBT block
copolymers. Chondrocyte adhesion improved, but the ability
of these substrates to maintain the chondrocyte phenotype was
reversed.267
Wan et al. reported that the modification of PLLA substrates
with NH3-plasma generates surfaces to which cells adhere. The
adhered cells possessed a higher resistance to shear stress.268
It is noteworthy that, if one has a closer look at Table 3, an
emerging interest in surface modification of biodegradable
polymers such as PLA and PCL can be seen during the past
decades. This is a general tendency in the field of implants.
Plasma treatment thus results in a variety of different
functionalities255 often with a low stability. During the plasma
treatment, damaging processes occur such as fragmentation by
charged particle bombardment or radiation damage.269 In order
to minimize or completely avoid these effects, two kinds of
strategies have been applied. It was demonstrated that minimiz-
ing the applied energy and minimizing the plasma density results
in less pronounced changes. A second strategy in order to
prevent loss of functionalities is the separation between the
introduction of functionalities on the surface and the direct
plasma. This can be in space (down stream, or remote plasma)204
or in time (postirradiation grafting). In research, which compared
grafting and the plasma treatment procedures, for the introduc-
tion of different functionalities, the grafting was the most
selective technique, leading to more homogeneous distribution
of the functionalities and better precursor retention.270,271 A
better retention of the mechano-chemical properties was also
demonstratedwhencomparedtoaminolysisandhydrolysis.93,269,271
2.3.2. Plasma Postirradiation Grafting. In literature, postir-
radiation grafting is often referred to as “plasma-induced graft
(co)polymerization”. Grafting strategies lead to covalent bonding
of selective functionalities to the surface. An overview of the
most commonly applied polymer substrates, plasmas, and
monomers is given in Table 4.
In the postirradiation grafting literature, three strategies can
be distinguished.269 In a first strategy, the plasma-activated
substrate is brought into direct contact with the monomers in
gas phase.236,269,271 In a second strategy, the substrate is
immediately transferred to a monomer-solution.191,207 A third
possibility includes an approach in which substrates are allowed
to react with oxygen from ambient atmosphere93,224,272 or with
pure oxygen273 in order to create peroxides and hydroperoxides
on the surface. These are subsequently used as initiators.
Peroxides can be initiated by UV-radiation37,93,272 or thermical-
ly.152,191,203,224,273-280 Catalysts can be used,281 initiators,276 as
well as inhibitors that prevent the homopolymerization of the
monomer,203,280,282 which is especially of interest when AA is
the monomer. The polymerization of AA is a fast reaction,
which will be in competition with the graft-polymerization.283
Focusing on the third strategy, it is clear that the number of
(hydro)peroxides generated on the surface will greatly influence
the grafting-density. Each peroxide group is a potential initiating-
site. Mostly these (hydro)peroxides are determined by means
of a spectroscopic reaction with 1,1-diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazyl
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(DPPH).147,152,175,275,276 Also the use of 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-
piperidinyloxy (TEMPO) has been reported for demonstrating
the presence of free radicals on silicon surfaces.191 Another
approach consists of measuring the O1s/C1s ratio, using XPS,
after a certain plasma-treatment time as a way of estimating
the maximal oxygen content.152
All of these strategies have their specific restrictions. The
first strategy is only applicable to monomers with a sufficiently
high vapor pressure. The second strategy might be affected by
some side reactions during transport of the plasma-treated
polymer from the plasma reactor to the monomer solution. This
is related to the short lifetime of free radicals. The third strategy
involves a two-step reaction, accompanied by a loss of yield in
both steps. The two-step process also introduces more param-
eters, affecting the overall complexity of this approach. Param-
eters such as temperature, UV-intensity, type of UV (λmax),
monomer concentration, solvent, cleaning procedure, and so
forth can all have an influence on the grafting efficiency.
In some cases plasma technology is used to introduce
functional groups which are then reacted with other mol-
ecules,284 in order to finally couple polymers to the surface.
This type of “grafting” will not be considered within this section,
as we would identify this as a plasma treatment process with
subsequent linking-reactions.
Mu¨ller et al. compared plasma treatment, plasma polymeri-
zation, and plasma grafting for the introduction of primary amino
groups on microfiltration membranes.271 It was found that the
introduction of primary amine groups was maximized when the
grafting method is applied. The authors explained this phenom-
enon as a fragmenting plasma effect. When a monomer is
subjected to plasma, several side-reactions can occur. In this
case, hydrogen abstraction may take place from the amino group
in the plasma, which can result in a more heterogeneous
formation of several types of amino compounds. In general,
the major advantage of postirradiation strategy is the ability to
avoid these side-reactions, and thus obtain a high specificity.
As for plasma-treated membranes, aging is equally important
for postirradiation grafted substrates.254,285 Gupta et al. compared
the effect of 30 days storage period on the grafting density of
AA on PET films,282 demonstrating important changes in surface
chemistry when stored at ambient temperature. If the surface
was functionalized with collagen, the effect of aging was far
less significant. It was demonstrated that the grafting degree of
poly(ethylene oxide) methacrylate (PEO-MA) decreased with
storage time at room temperature but remained unchanged at
-130 °C. This suggests that storage at lower temperature is
effective in retaining the grafting levels.286 (Please note that
this work concerned a γ-irradiation process).
A very common approach for the immobilization of biomol-
ecules is the postirradiation grafting of AA with subsequent
carbodiimide mediated immobilization.93,272,274,277,278,281,287
Carbodiimide chemistry was used by Baquey et al. to couple a
NH2-PEO-NH2 spacer arm to the AA-grafted surface.224
Subsequent coupling of small peptides was also achieved by
means of 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) carbodiimide hy-
drochloride (EDC)-coupling. Alternative physisorption to sur-
faces288 was used to immobilize biomacromolecules.
Kim et al. reported the immobilization of heparin and/or
insulin on a PET surface grafted with AA in order to obtain a
better blood compatibility. The coagulation tests showed that
PET grafted with PEO only demonstrated a slight improvement,
while the PET surfaces with PEO and immobilized heparin or
insulin showed a significant improvement. These results suggest
that the immobilization of the heparin helped to suppress the
blood coagulation.171 It is anticipated that insulin increased the
proliferation of tissue cells. This work illustrates once more the
benefits that can be obtained by the immobilization of biom-
acromolecules.
In order to enhance cell adhesion and proliferation in tissue
engineering, the immobilization of collagen on a postirradiation
grafted substrate has been studied extensively.93,202,272-274,281
The coating of collagen, in general, was also studied in order
to decrease foreign-body reaction13,278 and tumor formation.277
Alternatively to covalent immobilization, the dip-coating process
was also reported in order to coat a surface with collagen.282
These collagen-immobilized surfaces were tested with a diversity
of cells such as human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HU-
VECs),281 human dermal fibroblasts (HDFs),202,272 cornea
epithelial cells,274 and different types of smooth muscle
cells.93,273 They all demonstrated favorable response from cells.
Mostly attachment was improved, spreading and proliferation
were reported to be enhanced, and growth on surfaces (with a
normal cell morphology) was demonstrated.273
Shin et al. reported a postirradiation technique based on γ-ray
grafting of AA onto PLCL and subsequent immobilization of
gelatin with EDC/NHS coupling. The gelatin-immobilized
surfaces were tested with human mesenchymal stem cells. The
results of different test suggested that gelatin-immobilized
substrates may be a good stem cell delivery carrier.146
Not only collagen has been immobilized on postirradiation
grafted surface. Sano et al. grafted AAM to HDPE films and
subsequent modification led to carboxyl groups or amino groups
for immobilization of protein A. The protein could be success-
fully bound to both functionalities. Immobilization of a small
peptide [Arg-Gly-Asp-Cys (RGDC)] was also reported224 using
a NH2-PEO-NH2 spacer arm.
It is worth mentioning that a growing interest in plasma-
grafting of biodegradable materials took place during the 1990s.
More recently, a shift to surface modification of more advanced
biodegradable polymers, such as the PLCL and other copolymers
Table 4. Representative Overview of Plasma Postirradiation
Grafting on Polymer Surfacesa
substrates plasma/ monomer(s) year reference(s)
PE glow discharge/AAm 1986 275
HDPE AAm 1993 287
porous PE Air/AA 1993 277,278
silicone rubber Ar/HEMA 1996 152
silicone rubber Ar/AA 1996 175,274
PTFE CO2 activation/AA 1997 236,356
PTFE H2O vapor/AA 1999 231
PTFE Ar-O2 mixture/AA 1999 224
PET O2/AA 2000 171
PET Ar/AA 2001 273
stainless steel
(modified)
Ar/PEO-MA 2001 22
HDPE Ar/AA 2003 276
PU O2/AA 2004 283
PCL Ar/AA 2004 272
PDMS Ar plasma based
ion beam/AA
2005 357
PP O2/AA 2007 280
nylon, PS He/isopropylAAm 2007 196
PCL Air/ AA 2007 281
PCL Ar/AA 2007 93
silicon wafers H2-He mixture/
1-vinyl-2-pyrrolidone
2007 191
porous PES Air/AA 2007 207
PVDF Ar/maleic
anhydride-styrene
2007 279
PET Ar/AA 2008 195
PTFE Ar/AA, 4-vinylpyridine and
1-vinylimidazole
2008 203
PET O2/AA 2008 358
a The table presents a comprehensive overview of the substrates, the
activation/monomer(s), and year of publication of the research.
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can be noted.146,151,289-291 It can be stated that, as biomaterials
evolve, the substrate studied in surface modification evolves as
well. It can thus be expected that the most promising bioma-
terials that are currently being developed will be the subject of
future surface modification studies.
2.3.3. Plasma syn-Irradiation Grafting. As discussed before,
it is possible to graft a polymer onto a surface by preadsorption
of comounds, followed by plasma treatment.
Sasai et al. reported the grafting of vinylmethylether-maleic
anhydride (VEMA) onto LDPE.292 First, the VEMA was soaked
to the LDPE surface layer using a mixed solvent cyclohexanon/
p-xylene (19:1, v/v). The dried substrate with the adsorbed
VEMA was then subjected to Ar plasma to covalently graft the
VEMA to the LDPE surface. Please note that this grafting
technique was reported previously by these authors.293 The
authors used it to create COOH functionality, which was then
used to immobilize an ATRP initiator.292
Double-plasma strategies have also been applied. Ding et al.
reported the immobilization of chitosan on PLLA. The substrates
were first subjected to plasma and exposed to the atmosphere
in order to create peroxides. In a separate step, chitosan was
adsorbed to the surface. After drying, the substrate was exposed
a second time to plasma. This is a typical syn-irradiation step
where substrate and grafted polymer are simultaneously exposed
to plasma. The substrates demonstrated a poor cell adhesion
while proliferation was similar to glass substrates.61
2.3.4. Plasma Polymerization: Deposition. Plasma deposition
is distinct from plasma grafting in that respect that it coats the
substrate rather than covalently binding species to the modified
polymer surface.294 The plasma polymerized polymers possess
different chemical and physical properties compared to polymers
obtained using more conventional synthesis methods.
A wide variety of substrates and monomers has been applied
so far. A nonexhaustive overview of the most commonly applied
substrates and monomers is given in Table 5. Depending on
the chemical nature of the monomer, the coating possesses
different chemical and physical properties. A hexane plasma
will lead to hydrophobic surfaces, while an allylamine plasma
will result in hydrophilic surfaces. Zelzer et al. studied gradient
surfaces based on these plasmas.58 The gradient surfaces were
prepared by means of a diffusion-controlled plasma polymer-
ization technique. Briefly, in order to prepare gradient surfaces,
a mask was clamped 0.04 mm above a glass coverslip with an
AAm coating. The hexane plasma diffused under the mask,
leading to a gradual thinner polymer coating. Cell tests showed
that fibroblast cells attached preferably to the more hydrophilic
side of the sample.58
A correlation between the plasma chemistry and the character
of the deposited film has been reported.295,296 First of all, the
monomer can react in different ways in plasma. For example,
a dissociation-ionization reaction will lead to a different reactive
fragment than a protonation reaction, followed by dehydroge-
Table 5. Representative Overview of Plasma-Polymerized, Deposited Polymers on Surfacesa
substrates monomer year reference(s)
PE and mica AA 1990 296
LDPE allyl phenyl Sulphone, allyl amine, 1993 338, 339, 359
KBr windows (IR) and silicon wafers
covered with gold (XPS)
propylamine, unsaturated allylamine, propargylamine,
1-propanol, allyl alcohol, and propargyl alcohol
1995-1996 360, 361
glass slides and PVC-films propargyl alcohol, propargyl acid, methylbutynol, allyl alcohol, AA,
acrylic aldehyde, furfuryl alcohol, ethylene glycol, ethylene glycol
dimethylether
1996 362
silicon, KCl and PET allylalcohol 1996 363
glass coverslip, wrapped with an aluminum foil acrylic (propenoic) acid and propanoic acid 1996 364
aluminum substrate allyl amine/1,7-octadiene and AA/hexane 1996 365
KBr pellets and silicon wafers benzene, 1,2,4-trifluorobenzene, and hexafluorobenzene 1998 366
aluminum foil allylalcohol/1,7-octadiene 1998 367
(oxidized) aluminum AA 1998 368, 369
polyimide 1,3-diaminopropane, ethylene diamine 1999 370, 371
6-well tissue culture plates, aluminum foil AA/1,7-octadiene 1999 305, 372, 373
PTFE allylalcohol, AA, allylamine and acrylonitrile 2001 297
stainless steel chips isopropyl alcohol 2002 295
Ti alloy allylamine 2002 303
polysulfone membranes, Al foil and glass ethylenediamine, diaminocyclohexane 2003 300
metal sheet, coated with epoxy resin and aluminum. allylalcohol, allylamine, AA/ ethylene or butadiene as initiator 2003 374
polysulfone n-butylamine, allylamine, and allyl alcohol 2003 205, 375
uncoated silicone, silicone wafers coated with
Au or Al, indium tin oxide glass and glass
aniline 2004 376
PS isopropyl alcohol 2004 304
Silicon styrene 2004 377
PLA (3D substrate) allylamine 2005 294
silicon ethylene 2005 378
silicon allylalcohol 2005 379
silicon tetrafluoroethylene 2005 380
PU allylalcohol 2006 381
silicon allylamine 2006 382
glass styrene 2007 383
PET PEO 2007 384
PLLA (3D) AA 2007 306
PS AA, HEMA, N-vinyl-2-pyrrolidinone, N-vinylform-amide,
allylamine, and hexylamine
2008 385
PLGA (scaffolds) heptylamine 2008 151
silicone and PP NH3/ethylene 2008 228
silicone ethylene and styrene with allylamine or allylalcohol 2008 386, 387
perfluorinated poly(ethylene-co-propylene) and PET n-heptylamine or allylamine 2008 225, 226
glass acetylene and protein [bovine serum albumin-fluorescein
isothiocyanate (BSA-FITC)]
2008 220
silicon allylamine 2008 302
glass hexane and allylamine 2008 58
PE maleic anhydride 2008 301
a The table presents a comprehensive overview of the substrates, the monomer(s) and year of publication of the research.
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nation reaction. Different combinations of plasma conditions
such as power, pressure, and duty factor will favor one of these
different chemical pathways. In order to achieve homogeneous
coatings with a retention of functional groups and avoid cross-
linking reactions, it is suggested that low wattage, or discharge
power, and low duty cycle can be advantageous.296-299
If pulsed plasma is applied, the pulsing frequency was
demonstrated to influence the chemistry of the deposited film.300
The concentration of free amines was higher at lower pulse
duration (<0.5 ms), suggesting that the microsecond range is
more preferable for technological processes. This was also
reported for hydroxyl-containing coatings.297
It can be assumed that for each monomer, an optimization
should be performed, varying both the applied plasma conditions
and gases. In addition, possible side-reactions should be taken
into account.297 Little fundamental theoretical knowledge or a
general predictive model is available. In general, one could state
that “softer” plasma reaction conditions lead to fewer side-
reactions.
Stability and aging are a major concern for plasma polym-
erized thin layers. In this respect, we would like to refer to Siow
et al., who discussed the recent work in this area.254 An
interesting study in this field was performed by Drews et al.,
who studied the hydrolysis and stability of thin pulsed plasma
maleic anhydride coatings. It was found that shorter treatment
time gave rise to thinner films, which were more stable then
thicker films.301 The hydrolysis and stability of the coatings
depended strongly on the plasma power. With increasing plasma
power, coatings became more stable. This could be explained
by a higher cross-linking at higher plasma power, thus resulting
in a better stability. Furthermore, the number of available
carboxylic acid groups on the surface increased with decreasing
power. This is consistent with the proposed dependence of the
cross-linking on the plasma power.
As there is a great interest in the surface modification of 3D
implants, we would also like to refer to the work of Barry et
al., who modified the surface of PLA scaffolds. They compared
plasma grafting with plasma polymerization, using allylamine.294
XPS measurements of the scaffolds at set intervals demonstrated
that the grafting resulted in a more homogeneous N-concentra-
tion through the scaffold while plasma polymerization led to a
higher N-concentration on the outer and inner surface compared
to the grafting procedure. The authors found that deposition
treated scaffolds showed higher metabolic activity then the
grafted scaffolds. Moreover, cells were found in the center of
the scaffolds, which was not the case for the grafted scaffolds.
This type of comparative studies will definitely assist in the
development of better performing tissue engineering scaffolds.
The adsorption of plasmid DNA has also been applied in a
comparative study. First, allylamine was plasma polymerized,
and subsequent grafting of PEO was achieved. It was demon-
strated that DNA preferably binds to the allylamine plasma
deposited coating, and that both hydrophobic and electrostatic
interactions contribute to the binding.302 This suggests that it is
possible to achieve spatially DNA adsorption patterns on
patterned allylamine/PEO surfaces. It was possible to manipulate
the DNA adsorption and desorption by applying an electrical
bias.
Kingshott et al. studied effects of cloud-point grafting, chain
length, and density of PEO layers on competitive adsorption of
different ocular proteins.226 Methoxy-terminated aldehyde-PEO
(Mr 5000 g/mol) and dialdehyde-PEO (Mr 3400 g/mol) were
grafted by reductive amination onto two surfaces possessing a
different amine group density, generated by RF glow discharge
deposition of n-heptylamine (low density) or allylamine (high
density). The binding of PEO was optimal at cloud-point
conditions. The authors demonstrated that the key-factor is
optimization of PEO chain density in order to achieve minimal
adsorption.
Apart from these and other adsorption studies of biomol-
ecules, bioactive proteins were also covalently immobilized on
plasma-polymerized films.303
Fibroblasts were cultured on modified samples.58,235,294,304
All authors reported positive effects such as fast adhesion and
high cell activity. It was reported that fibroblasts tend to attach
preferentially to the more hydrophilic regions achieved by
plasma polymerization of allylamine or isopropyl alcohol.58,304
The acid plasma copolymer layers from AA/1,7-octadiene
showed comparable levels of cell attachment to collagen I for
keratinocytes.305
A 3D porous PLLA scaffold was treated with AA plasma.
Cell adhesion and proliferation of chondrocytes was substantially
improved as compared to unmodified scaffolds.306
3. Trends, Future Prospects and Conclusions
It is always dangerous to draw overhead conclusions from a
limited amount of data and information. We would like to
discuss some general trends in the field of surface engineering
and plasma applications, based on the literature presented in
this review.
When we consider the number of publications in surface
engineering, we could state that it is a very fast developing field.
When we look at the number of publications studying biode-
gradable polymers we see a strong increase the recent decade
(Figure 14). It is safe to state that surface engineering of
biodegradable polymers is of interest for many research groups
and has seen a strong growth the past 10 years. This does not
mean that there is a shift from biostable to biodegradable
polymers. There still are a high number of publications
concerning surface modification of biostable polymers. Probably,
the new developing fields of tissue engineering and regenerative
medicine create the need for surface modification of biodegrad-
able polymers while, simultaneously, there is still a lot of work
to be done in order to improve existing, biostable implants.
During the past decades, researchers active in the field of
surface modification tried to avoid the use of hazardous organic
solvents,whichmightimposeproblemstowardcellviability.118,120,307
Solvent-free techniques such as plasma and organic vapor
deposition techniques are the subject of intense research. This
could be considered as a general trend in surface modification.
From the work presented in this review, it is clear that a better
understanding of the cell-biomaterial interaction is of crucial
Figure 14. Comparative graph showing the number of articles,
discussed in this review, that focus on biostable or biodegradable
polymers.
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importance. The knowledge of the cell-ECM interaction can
provide us with important clues about which strategies should
be pursued. As our fundamental understanding of these complex
phenomena further develops, we will be able to achieve better
control over cell-adhesion, proliferation and differentiation.
The control over conformational change and bioactivity of
proteins/peptides when they are being immobilized onto a
surface will be necessary in order to design successful scaffolds
for tissue engineering.303
Another trend is the achievement of better control over the
modified surface, both thickness and chemical composition. The
development of new technologies/methods such as microplas-
mas, jets, and remote plasmas will certainly create new
possibilities and push the limits of current surface-control. As
new techniques are being developed, it will probably become
possible to modify surfaces at atmospheric pressure, in an
industrialized setting. Most likely controlled patterns of func-
tionality will be robotically drawn on biomaterial surfaces in
the near future.
In plasma treatment, it is our impression that less common
gases and mixtures of gases are more and more the subject of
current research.
Concerning postirradiation grafting, a lot of research has been
performed on the immobilization of AA, probably due to the
extensive use of EDC-coupling. Other potentially interesting
monomerssuchasAAm,4-vinylpyridine,and1-vinylimidazole203,275
might be neglected because of this focus. New and promising
copolymers have been studied recently.290,308-310 As in tissue
engineering, more and more biocomposites are used, and it is
not unlikely that plasma surface modification of these composite
materials will open up new possibilities.
We believe that, in the future, a broader exploration and
variety of plasmas, monomers, biomaterials, and composites will
enable us to achieve scaffolds with desired mechnical and
biodegradation properties.
This accounts for plasma polymerization as well. More
complex mixtures of gases and solvents are being explored;
systems and plasma polymerization conditions are being fine-
tuned.
On the basis of current research, it seems that soft plasma
conditions, such as low wattage and short pulses, might be
advantageous in order to retain functionality, especially in
techniques where the monomer is also subjected to the plasma.
A better knowledge of aging effects, and thus the actual
composition of the surface on the time of immobilization, is
desirable.254 Better storage techniques are needed. The effect
of the used storage method on the surface composition/
confirmation should be discussed more often.
Recent areas such as ATRP and RAFT grafting from a surface
could possibly lead to more homogeneous layers, and better
defined graft polymers with a smaller polydispersity.87 The
effects on cell-viability of some of the reagents might be of
concern. In this respect, the MLD technique could be very
interesting. In the near future this emerging technique will
probably be used for biomedical applications.
Mostly, surface modification is studied on two-dimensional
(2D) substrates. The field will coevolve with the fields which
use surface modification, and thus it can be expected that
the study of 3D porous scaffolds will become more im-
portant,94,169,261,288,294,306,311-313 especially scaffolds created
by rapid prototyping or other recent techniques such as
ESP.37,202,264,289,314 Some studies demonstrated the applicability
of plasma techniques for surface modification of the interior of
porous scaffolds.261,294,306,311,312 It is our believe that a com-
bination of the patient specific, highly porous, 100% intercon-
nected scaffolds, which can be prepared by rapid prototyping
with state-of-the-art plasma surface modification technology and
new techniques such as cell-sheet engineering, can greatly
improve the success of modern tissue engineering scaffolds.315
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